HiQu Digital Shower

Aqualisa HiQu digital
shower mixer
(Processor and controller)

HQ1001 – For high water pressure
HQ1002 – Incorporates a pump for
low water pressure

HiQu Digital Shower
Shower performance is second to none, providing
a flow rate range capable of delivering a refreshing
spritz, through to an invigorating drench. To
conserve water or to ensure it will go further,
select the ‘eco-mode’ on the processor box during
installation. For super-quick installations choose an
exposed shower which can be installed in as little
as two hours with minimal mess and disruption to
the bathroom.

One touch
start/stop
button

HiQu Digital Shower controls
HiQu Shower controls have a luxurious metal
finish, and are very simple to use.
They feature animated LEDs to show changes in
temperature and flow.
210mm

Thermostatic
temperature control

Temperature
increasing

Temperature
decreasing

Flow control
Flow increasing

Desired temperature
and flow have been
reached

Flow decreasing

60mm
Depth – 35mm
measured from finished wall surface to front of knob
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Planning
your your
HiQu Digital
Bathroom
Planning
HiQu
Digital
Digital bathroom technology
brings so many advantages –
perfect showers at the touch of a
button, baths filled to your chosen
depth and warmth, delivering a
sensational experience every time.

cold
water
hot
water

blended
water

Intuitive controls feature
illuminated displays that show
when your desired temperature
and flow have been reached. You
can even fill your bath or switch
on your shower by remote control.

data cables
send
information
to processor

Digital
processor

HiQu Digital concealed single outlet configuration with remote
control (suitable for HP/Combi water systems)

HiQu Digital Shower
HiQu Digital gives outstanding choice and flexibility,
so you can create the bathroom that suits your
family and lifestyle. Choose a fixed or adjustable
head, or combine with an accessory pack to create
a multiple outlet shower.
A data cable connects the HiQu’s shower controls
to a digital processor, where hot and cold water are
perfectly blended and delivered to the shower head
at the desired temperature and flow.
The shower controls and optional remote control
can each be sited up to 10 metres from the
processor. This means that the processor can be
placed in the loft, airing cupboard or under the
bath, and the remote control can switch on the
shower from a convenient location.
Aqualisa Digital Showers are suitable for most
approved UK water systems. For homes with gravity
water systems choose a Gravity shower system with
integral pump. Performance can be enhanced in a
home with a Gravity water system, by adding the
powerful Ultimate 340 pump, particularly where a
multiple outlet shower is being fitted.
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HiQu Digital concealed multiple outlet configuration with
Ultimate 340 pump (suitable for Gravity systems)
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bathroom
HiQu Digital Bath
HiQu Digital Bath brings sophistication to
bathing, with its simple to use controls and
three programmable depth pre-sets, plus an
optional remote control which allows you to
fill your bath from up to 10 metres away.
Controlled by a compact, remotely sited digital
processor, HiQu Bath uses an overflow filler
rather than bulky taps and comes with a top
up feature to reheat a cooling bath.

data cables
send information
to processor

blended
water

For added luxury you can team your digital
bath fill with a sleek retractable hand shower.
Digital
processor

HiQu Digital processor box options
Driven by Aqualisa’s award winning digital
technology, HiQu is controlled by a compact
processor box which can be located 10 metres
from the bathing area in the loft, airing cupboard
or under the bath. It controls flow and blends
hot and cold water with thermostatic precision,
delivering perfect baths and showers every
time. Remotely siting the processor box makes
access and installation easy, eliminating the
need for extensive excavation of the bathroom
wall and damage to décor.
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HiQu Bath with overflow filler and remote control

HP/Combi – Digital processor

HiQu Digital processors are backed up by
Aqualisa’s 5 year manufacturer’s guarantee.
Gravity – Digital processor with integral pump

Working with your water system
The correct processor solution for you will
depend on the type of water system in your
home. Choose from a HP/Combi compatible
processor or Gravity compatible processor
(with integral pump).
For optimum power, or for multiple outlet
configurations using Gravity water systems,
you may opt for the extra pressure delivered
by the Ultimate 340 pump*, the equivalent of
raising a cold water tank in your home 34
metres above your shower head!

Gravity Ultimate – Digital processor PLUS Ultimate 340 pump*

+

* Ultimate 340 pump comes with a 3 year guarantee – compatible with Gravity water systems only
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